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A molecular geometry imaging platform enabling life saving measures in ALS

This presentation deals with a molecular geometry imaging platform capable of mapping the spatial protein-colocalization and 
anti-colocalization code of large molecular systems at a time. The platform called molecular unlimited systems imaging cycler 

(MUSIC) robotics was applied to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). The detection of ALS specific cells with a corresponding 
multi molecular geometry in the blood led to therapeutic depletion of these cells and to recovery of the treated patient, obviously 
because this therapy interferes with pathogenic invasion of these cells into the central nervous system, where they axotomize 
motor axons. Large scale geometry MUSIC robotics imaging of up to 4.5x10481 power of combinatorial molecular resolution is 
key to detect these cells and to control depletion therapy for clinical success. These data and new possibilities may argue for clinical 
application and for a systematic research in the field of molecular geometry of diseases to discover new mathematically defined 
insight.
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